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Executive Summary
The purpose of this project was to design a device that interfaces with the previously created
gap balancer to simultaneously measure the gap between the femur and tibia and measure the
tension in the ligaments of the knee. First, we met with Dr. Delagrammaticas to outline the key
customer requirements: we wanted the device to be precise, sterilizable, reliable, and
compatible with the gap balancer. Based on the customer requirements, we outlined the
specifications that would drive our design and testing, which included precision, ease of use,
size, and material properties. The design process began by using a morphology to select a
method to measure tension. After selecting the “slipper method” for our tension measurement
method, we sought to determine the best shape to make the CAM wheel. We decided on a
circular CAM wheel after analysis showed that more complex shapes would not significantly
improve the design's functionality, but would increase the manufacturing complexity. We then
chose a threaded knob as our tension setting and locking mechanism due to its intuitive and
easy to manufacture nature. After constructing a design that fit our requirements and
specifications, we outlined machining and manufacturing plans which were performed in the
following weeks to create a functional prototype. We then outlined and executed test plans that
aligned with our engineering specifications. After performing these tests, we found that our
device met our specifications for precision, most of our specifications for ease of use, and our
specifications for size and reliability. However, we found that our device did not meet the
specification for gap balancer user interface visibility or the specifications for material properties.
Necessary alterations to our design that must be made to meet these specifications are outlined
at the end of this report.

Introduction
The final product, a device called the total knee arthroplasty calibrated tensioner, is intended for
use alongside the existing gap balancer during total knee replacement surgery in individuals
who have suffered from degradation of cartilage in the knee due to arthritis. The main
stakeholders in the project are Dr. Delegrammaticas, who provided us with the details and
scope of the existing device, and California Polytechnic State University, who are providing us
with a stipend. The existing gap balancer allows the surgeon to independently measure the gap
distance in the medial collateral and lateral collateral ligaments between the femur and tibia.
The main goal of this project is to create an instrument that coexists with the original device that
can properly and consistently tension the soft tissue while creating a symmetric tension and
flexion gap during surgery. To do this, we created a new device that can measure this tension
while interfacing with the existing device. Other design goals for the project include that the final
product should be precise, ergonomic, sterilizable, and reproducible.

Background
Knee gap balancing as a procedure has been around for many years and is understood to
address soft tissue and ligamentous balancing with regards to knee joint kinematics. The
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method is most successful when the tension and flexion gaps are balanced in conjunction with
the knee replacement as a whole.1 During such a procedure, the extension gap is usually
balanced first to mitigate the risk of elevating the joint line. As a result, the biggest concern with
the total knee arthroplasty procedure is that if the joint line restoration is inadequate, the soft
tissue in the knee, specifically the MCL and LCL, will not be properly tensioned and will cause
discomfort post-surgery.2 The goal of any sort of ligament balancing is to achieve a functional
range of motion without causing excessive stress that would lead to pain post-procedure.
Currently, the determination of whether the collateral ligaments are properly tensioned is based
on a subjective manual evaluation by the surgeon performing the procedure rather than
quantitative metrics, which can lead to problems after surgery.3 Over tensioning the ligaments
can result in pain and postoperative joint stiffness, which is why tensioning the ligaments is
equally as important as balancing the flexion and extension gap during the procedure. A method
to measure consistent, calibrated tensioning of soft tissues that is compatible with any prosthetic
does not currently exist, but if it did, it could improve the outcome of procedures as a whole.

Figure 1: Example of flexion and extension gaps that surgeons measure when doing a gap
balanced knee replacement technique.
The preliminary interview with Dr. Delegrammaticas helped us familiarize ourselves with the
total knee arthroplasty procedure, as well as the existing gap balancer device. He indicated that
any addition should be within the current framework of the device, but can be internal or
external to the existing device. He also explained that existing products, such as the ones used
at Zimmer, are devices that are tailored specifically to the same company’s implants and thus
cannot be used for knee replacement surgeries at large. As a result, our design should seek to
interact with the existing gap balancer to allow surgeons to calibrate the ligament tension during
a total knee arthroplasty procedure regardless of the implant.
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Intellectual Property Assessment
To assess what similar technologies are currently patented, an intellectual property assessment
table was created to evaluate existing patents for similar devices and how our design could
infringe upon such patents. This table can be seen in full in Appendix A. Multiple claims within
each patent could be evaluated and most commonly the claims were addressed with a possible
change in design or a desire to operate at risk. A listing of appropriate industry codes as it
relates to Industry/NAICS and structure codes are included below:
Table 1: Industry and structure codes.
Industry/Structure Codes

Code Number

Description

Industry

3391

Medical Equipment and
Supplies Manufacturing

Industry

6215

Medical and Diagnostics
Laboratories

Industry

6221

General Medical and Surgical
Hospitals

Structure

142

Medical Offices Medical, doctor,
and dentist offices

Structure

317

Medical Equipment and
Supplies: Medical and Surgical
Devices

Objectives
Indications for Use
Based on the collected background information, we created the indications for use for our
intended design.
The total knee arthroplasty calibrated tensioner is indicated for use in conjunction with the
corresponding gap balancer device in skeletally mature patients who qualify for total knee
arthroplasty. The product should be used by surgeons who have experience with the total knee
arthroplasty procedure. The product can be used in a gap balanced technique for total knee
replacement to measure the gap between the femur and tibia to ensure that appropriate cuts
have been made, and to ensure that the medial collateral and lateral collateral ligaments are
tensioned properly prior to the insertion of the replacement knee.
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Customer Requirements
The following table includes the full list of customer requirements derived from the initial meeting
with Dr. Delagrammaticas and the adjective they were derived from.
Table 2: Customer requirements.
Adjective

Customer Requirements
Fits within
surgical field

Ergonomic
Precise

Material is
biocompatible

Reproducible

Compatible
with Current
Model

Intuitive in surgical
setting

Minimal force
needed to operate

Tension measurements precise within 1-2 N

Sterilizable

Reliable

Operated by one
hand

Material can
withstand high
temperatures

Material can
withstand high
pressures

Material withstands
sterilization
chemicals

Future product can be manufactured using stock material and standard parts as
much as possible
Design can withstand stresses
Design
interfaces well
with current
model

Design can
efficiently
translate user
force to paddle
movement

Design can withstand repeated uses
Design provides a
measurement for
each paddle

Design must not
interfere with
interface from current
model

Specification Development
The following Engineering Specifications table was generated from the weighted customer
requirements using the House of Quality, which can be seen in Appendix B.
Table 3: Engineering Specifications.
Specification
Precision

Description

Target

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

Tension measurement consistency
tolerance

±0.5 lb

N/A

M

T, A

Mean ease of use score on a scale
from 1 to 10

7

Min

L

T, A, S

10 lb

Max

M

T, A

Device works with both paddles

Yes

N/A

L

I

Previous design user interface visible

Yes

N/A

H

I

Material is biocompatible

Yes

N/A

L

S

Temperature material can withstand

121°C

Min

L

T, S

Pressure material can withstand

20 psi

Min

L

T, S

Yes

N/A

L

S

Ease of Use Force required by user to operate

Material
Properties

Material doesn't react with
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sterilization chemicals
Reliability
Size

Device can withstand expected
stresses

Yes

N/A

M

T, A

Maximum design size

12x5x3 in

Max

M

I, A

Minimum design size

3x2x1 in

Min

L

I, A

Project Management
Network Diagram
To assess the timeline and critical path of this project, a Network Diagram was generated. As
stated in previous reports, this network diagram is separated into three categories, as seen by
labels 2, 11, and 25 on the left. These categories are Planning, Design, and Prototyping &
Testing, respectively. The Network Diagram with number labels is shown below, with the critical
path highlighted in red (Figure 2). See Appendix C for the network diagram and the specific
label meanings.

Figure 2: Complete project network diagram with important landmarks labeled (see Appendix C
for all labels).
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Budget
The final budget required for the completion of this project is shown below.
Table 4: Final budget.
Planned

Item Description

Product
Number

Spring

Ball Bearing

Unit Count Cost/Unit

Total
Cost

Purpose

Associated Task

1986K132

Create friction force
at the bullet-wheel
interface

manufacturing

6

1

$10.47

$10.47

1258N19

Allow casing to
rotate once torque
goal reached

manufacturing

1

1

$56.27

$56.27

Polycarbonate
Sheet

1/4" Clear
PC

Machine slider base
and threaded end
parts out of this
material

manufacturing

1

1

$29.99

$29.99

Polycarbonate
Tubing

9176T4

Modify to case
spring, bullet, and
adjustment system

manufacturing

1

1

$10.24

$10.24

Knob

6091K42

Adjusts spring
displacement

manufacturing

1

1

$2.50

$2.50

1/4" Screws

90585A024

Secure threaded
end of tube casing

manufacturing

50

1

$5.66

$5.66

1/2" Screws

91404A505

Sight for indicator

manufacturing

100

1

$4.09

$4.09

Silicone Rubber

Smooth-Sil
950

Making bullet and
rubber sleeve

manufacturing

1

1

$37.16

$37.16

Adhesive

40P233

Connection of
individual parts
during assembly

manufacturing

1

1

$20.95

$20.95

Bungee Cords

SDTC Tech
12 Inch

Creating tensions
during testing

testing

6

1

$14.99

$14.99

2"x4" Wood

312528776

Creating testing
apparatus

testing

1

1

$5.98

$5.98

3" Wood Screws

100115639

Creating testing
apparatus

testing

1lb

1

$8.97

$8.97

Autoclave
Usage

N/A

Testing sterilizability
of prototype

testing

N/A

1

$0.00

$0.00

manufacturing

1

1

$99.00

$99.00

Formlabs Resin
Tank

RT-F2-02

Printing wheel
casing and inner
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wheel
Formlabs
High-Temp
Resin
Misc Shipping
Costs

RS-F2-HTAM
N/A

Printing wheel
casing and inner
wheel
Account for extra
cost due to shipping
and tax

manufacturing

1

1

$199.00 $199.00

manufacturing

N/A

1

$100.00 $100.00

Total

$605.27

Together, these parts and the materials for custom parts cost $565.33, and we put in additional
labor at the Cal Poly machine shops to customize materials ourselves to save on costs. Our
total expected testing cost for this prototype was $29.94, and we also incorporated an extra
$100 of shipping costs into the budget to account for this expense. This brought the total
expected expenditures for this project to $605.27.With this finalized budget, we were under our
total maximum budget of $700 from our state funds and the Hannah-Forbes Grant.

Morphology
To explore different design concepts, we created a morphology and a corresponding set of
concept sketches. During the creation of the morphology, we decomposed the overall function of
our device into 3 sub-functions: turn the hex to move the paddles, measure the ligament
tension, and display the ligament tension. Within these sub-functions, we brainstormed different
methods to accomplish each one, and we then combined what we considered to be the best
options from each sub-function to create some conceptual designs. The morphology can be
seen below in Table 5, where the cells highlighted in gray are the concepts that were used in at
least one conceptual design.
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Table 5: Morphology.

Design 1: Pressure Gauge Between Bone and Plate with Needle Pointing to Value
This concept combines the “non-ratcheted lever”, “pressure gauge between bone and plate”,
and “needle pointing to value” concepts from our morphology. In this idea, a non-ratcheted lever
would be used to extend the paddles of the gap balancer. Two pressure gauges would be
installed on the lower paddle, interfacing with the tibia in order to get a measurement
proportional to the tension generated in the ligaments by the extending paddles. These pressure
gauges would have displays on the front of the gap balancer that would give the user real-time
tension readings on both sides of the device. Below is the sketch that outlines how these
concepts could be combined.
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Figure 3: Concept sketch of pressure gauge between bone and plate with needle pointing to
value.

Design 2: Beam Method with Needle Pointing to Value
This concept combines the “non-ratcheted lever”, “beam method at hex”, and “needle pointing to
value” concepts from our morphology. To move the paddles, this design would use a
non-ratcheted lever. In this design, measuring and displaying the tension would be combined. A
hollow exterior beam would be used as a lever to apply torque, while a second interior beam
that initially runs parallel to the exterior beam would not be used to generate torque. As torsion
is increased, the deflection of the exterior beam will increase, while the interior beam would not
deflect, and the difference between the deflections would allow the interior beam to act as an
indicator that points to the magnitude of the torque being applied on a scale attached to the end
of the exterior beam.
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Figure 4: Concept sketch of beam method with needle pointing to value.

Design 3: Slipper Method with Slider to Set Maximum Value
This concept combines the “non-ratcheted lever”, “slipper method at hex”, and “slider to set
maximum tension” concepts from our morphology. To move the paddles, this design would use
a non-ratcheted lever to apply torque to the hexes. In this design, measuring and displaying the
tension would be combined. A slider will be used to set the back end of the spring, which will, in
turn, cause the spring to apply a force to the “bullet”, which will apply an equivalent normal force
to the edge of the CAM wheel. When the user applies a torque, the friction force between the
bullet and the wheel will prevent the wheel from moving to let the user turn the hex until the
torque needed to turn it is above the maximum set by the user, at which point the wheel will slip
and rotate freely without turning the hex, preventing it from raising the paddles any further.
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Figure 5: Concept sketch of slipper method with slider to set maximum value.

Concept Evaluation
Since there are no devices on the market that achieve the specific goal of our device, we used
the rotating baseline method between each concept to construct the Pugh Charts. The rotating
baseline was selected from the slipper, gauge, and beam method for tension measurement and
based on what we deemed to be the 5 most important customer requirements. Our averaged
final charts demonstrate that the slipper method has the highest weighted average and will
therefore serve as the best method for tension measurement within our device, as can be seen
in the tables below. This method best meets the criteria we set as important to our device’s
performance, being ranked as better compared to the other methods in all categories except
simplicity (in comparison to the beam method). However, this slightly more complex design will
allow the device to better achieve other criteria with greater importance.
Table 6: Final Pugh Charts for Measurement Mechanism.
Table 6.1: Slipper Method Baseline.
Issue:
Choose a Calibrated Tensioning Device Design

Baseline:
Pressure
Slipper Method Gauge Method Beam Method

Fits within surgical field

10

-0.667

-1.000

Intuitive in surgical setting

33

-1.000

-0.667

Tension measurement precision

37

-0.667

-0.667

5

-1.000

0.667

-1.000

0.000

-4.333

-1.667

-84.333

-53.333

Simplicity of design
Strong interface with current model

15 Datum
Total
Weighted total
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Table 6.2: Pressure Gauge Method Baseline.
Baseline:
Pressure
Gauge Method Slipper Method Beam Method

Issue:
Choose a Calibrated Tensioning Device Design
Fits within surgical field

10

0.667

0.333

Intuitive in surgical setting

33

1.000

0.667

Tension measurement precision

37

0.667

0.667

5

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

4.333

3.667

84.333

70.000

Simplicity of design
Strong interface with current model

15 Datum
Total
Weighted total

Table 6.3: Beam Method Baseline.
Issue:
Choose a Calibrated Tensioning Device Design

Baseline:
Beam Method

Pressure
Slipper Method Gauge Method

Fits within surgical field

10

1.000

-0.333

Intuitive in surgical setting

33

0.667

-0.667

Tension measurement precision

37

0.667

-0.667

5

-0.667

-1.000

0.000

-1.000

1.667

-3.667

53.333

-70.000

Simplicity of design
Strong interface with current model

15 Datum
Total
Weighted total

Conceptual Model
Tension Setting
The pugh charts demonstrated that using the slipper method with a slider to set the desired
maximum value would be the most effective way to design our product to meet the important
customer requirements. To verify that the design is valid, we needed to do a conceptual model
to ensure that we could accurately predict the ligament force that corresponds to a specific
spring force or torsion maximum. Additionally, we had to ensure that the spring force required to
provide torsion would not be too large for our user to reasonably overcome when setting the
maximum. Our process for developing this model is discussed below.
Model Description
The concept that we sought to address with our first models is the best shape for the CAM
wheel that will be used to set the maximum torsion. We compared three potential models for our
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design, one using a circular CAM wheel, one using a star-shaped CAM wheel, and one using a
flower-shaped CAM wheel.

Figure 6: Sketch of circular CAM wheel model.

Figure 7: Sketch of star-shaped CAM wheel model.

Figure 8: Sketch of flower-shaped CAM wheel model.

Analysis
We started our analysis with hand calculations to determine the relationship between torque and
spring force for each shape. These calculations can be seen in full in Appendix D. Once these
relationships were determined, we created an excel sheet where we could input parameters to
produce an appropriate output. The input parameters were: desired ligament force, bullet radius,
wheel inner diameter, spring constant, lever arm length, gear diameter, bolt diameter, and
coefficient of friction. The star- and flower-shaped wheels had additional input parameters of
wheel protrusion angle and height. The output data was: required torsion at gear, required user
20

input, torque at top of protrusion, force exerted by spring for top, required spring displacement
for top, torque at bottom of protrusion, force exerted by spring for bottom, and required spring
displacement for bottom.
Once the excel sheet was completed, we did some parametric analysis to determine the
relationships between parameters before using the solver function to optimize these parameters
to produce the most torque with the least required spring force when the bullet is closest to the
center of the wheel. We chose these goals for our optimization because this is the force that the
user must overcome to set the maximum tension. Sample output for these optimized
parameters can be seen in Appendix E. We then took these values from our final optimization
and put them into SolidWorks to verify that it produced a geometrically valid shape and that the
bullet and wheel interacted as expected. These results from our optimizations showed that the
increase in complexity from the star- and flower-shaped CAM wheels did not provide enough
value to justify using them over the circular CAM wheel, and as a result, we decided to move
forward with the circular CAM wheel.

Locking Mechanism
With the mechanism for setting the maximum ligament tension completed, we next went on to
decide on the mechanism for locking the base of the spring in place. We came up with two
concepts: a ratcheted slider that the user pushes and a knob that the user uses to turn a
threaded bolt. These concept sketches are shown below.

a)
b)
Figure 9: a) Sketch of ratchet method locking mechanism. b) Sketch of threaded bolt method
locking mechanism.
We used a Pugh chart with the ratchet as the baseline to compare the two concepts. Each
individual filled out the Pugh chart without seeing what the others had put, and the results were
the same for every chart. The final Pugh chart, which can be seen below, demonstrates that the
21

threaded bolt method will serve as the best method for setting the tension and locking in place
for the device. This method best meets the criteria we set as important to our device’s
performance, being ranked as better compared to the other method in all categories except
fitting within the surgical field. However, the design’s slight increase in size is worth it to allow it
to better achieve the other criteria which have greater importance.
Table 7: Pugh Chart for Locking Mechanism.
Issue:
Choose a Locking and Setting Mechanism Design

Baseline: Ratchet

Threaded Bolt

Fits within surgical field

10

-1

Intuitive in surgical setting

25

1

Tension measurement precision

20

1

Stability when set

25

1

Minimal operational force needed

20 Datum

1

Total
Weighted total

3

80

Detailed Design
As discussed in the previous sections, for our final design we decided to use the “slipper”
method with a circular CAM wheel, paired with the use of a threaded bolt for the locking and
adjustment system. One important addition to note is that we added a rubber sleeve to the
circular CAM wheel to create a higher coefficient of friction and thus reduce the required spring
force to set a specific ligament tension.
With the key functional aspect our design decided, we used Solidworks to help solidify the final
forms of these design aspects as well as how the whole device will be encased. Below, the
assembly of this device is shown from multiple perspectives.
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a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 10: a) front view of assembly b) side view of assembly c) back view of assembly
d) isometric view of assembly.
This design combines the functions of the various aspects of our conceptual modeling into the
form of a single medical device.
When selecting stock materials and materials for part construction in this device, we considered
various important factors from our customer requirements and engineering specifications.
Specifically, each material was assessed for functionality within the design, biocompatibility, and
autoclave compatibility. Below, we will outline each part in this assembly and the chosen
material(s) for the part. These parts will be outlined in the order of the Bill of Materials (see Table
7). Detailed drawings of all parts and the device assembly can be seen in Appendices F and G.
The ball bearing in this device is a stock part made from PEEK plastic and 316 stainless steel.
This specific model of ball bearing was chosen for its high maximum operating temperature and
its lack of a lubrication requirement. With these properties, we can ensure that the bearing
continues to function after repeated autoclaving and does not need to be lubricated over the life
of the device. This part will allow the CAM wheel to rotate freely once the maximum set tension
in the ligament is reached. Below, the solid model of this part from McMaster is shown.
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Figure 11: Ball Bearing; allows the CAM wheel to spin freely when uninhibited.
The wheel casing of this design was custom made in order to ensure that tolerances important
to the design’s functionality are met. This part was SLA 3D printed out of a high-temperature
resin. This material was selected for its common use in medical contexts and devices, its
superior strength and temperature resistance in comparison to other plastics, and its lower cost
when compared to metals like stainless steel. In future iterations or more advanced prototypes
of this device with extended budgets, stainless steel may be a good alternative material for
polycarbonate parts in this device to ensure their longevity. The purpose of this part is to house
the CAM wheel. The shaft in the middle of this part attaches to the ball bearing and the hole
seen at the right of this image allows the bullet to pass through and interact with the CAM
wheel. The wheel casing part is shown below.

Figure 12: Wheel Casing; attaches the CAM wheel to the tube casing.
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The inner part of the CAM wheel was custom-made in order to ensure that tolerances important
to the design’s functionality are met. This part was also SLA 3D printed using the
high-temperature resin. The purpose of this part within the device is to interact with the hex nut
on the gap balancer prototype and turn the hex until the ligaments reach the maximum set
tension. The inner wheel part is shown below in two views.

Figure 13: Inner CAM Wheel; interacts with hex nut on gap balancer to extend the gap balancer
paddles up to the set tension.
The rubber sleeve on the outer edge of the CAM wheel was made by us using a rubber molding
process where we use a 3D printed version of the part to create a mold of the part and then
make the part in the desired material. This part was made out of a shore 50A silicone rubber.
This material was selected for its high-temperature resistance and common use in medical
contexts and devices. The rubber sleeve part is shown below.

Figure 14: Rubber Sleeve of CAM Wheel; increases the friction between the CAM wheel and
the bullet.
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The tube casing part was made from stock polycarbonate tubing and customized at the Cal Poly
machine shop with a slot and threaded holes. This part serves as a casing for the bullet, spring,
and slider base/indicator. This material was chosen for the reasons stated previously. The solid
model is shown below.

Figure 15: Tube Casing; encases the spring and bullet.
The bullet was also made by us out of silicone rubber using the same process described for the
rubber sleeve. This part creates friction against the rubber sleeve to prevent the inner wheel
from turning as the user applies torque to the lever arm until the set ligament tension is reached,
at which point it will slip. The bullet part is shown below.

Figure 16: Bullet; creates friction on the CAM wheel, preventing its free rotation until the
ligaments reach their set tension.
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The compression spring is a stock part made of a corrosion-resistant stainless steel. This
material was chosen for its common use in medical settings and devices and its advantageous
material properties like its heat resistance, chemical resistance, and strength. The length and
spring constant were chosen to minimize user force input while encompassing a wide range of
forces required for our “slipper” mechanism to function across many ligament tensions. This
spring's constant was also chosen to make the set tension easily adjustable with a few turns of
a knob and to limit the overall device length. This part is shown below.

Figure 17: Compression Spring; adjusts friction between bullet and CAM wheel, allowing the
user to set a target ligament tension.
The slider base part was made from a stock sheet of polycarbonate and customized in the Cal
Poly machine shop to achieve the correct shape and add a threaded hole to the part. We chose
polycarbonate for this part for the reasons stated previously. This part sits at the base of the
spring and its flat face interfaces with the threaded bolt of the knob part to adjust the spring
compression. The part is shown below.

Figure 18: Slider Base; moves in order to compress spring.
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The screws used in this device are stock parts. One is made out of stainless steel and the other
is made out of zinc-plated iron. Each screw’s length and head type was chosen to best serve its
purpose. Stainless steel was chosen for reasons previously stated. The zinc-plated iron was
chosen due to the size of the part and also the biocompatibility and corrosion resistance of
zinc-plated metals. The flat-headed screw was used to secure the threaded end cap. The
wingnut-headed screw was intended to be used as an indicator that will allow the user to view
their set tension but ended up not being used after it made it harder to read the set tension in
practice. These parts are shown below.

a)
b)
Figure 19: a) 6-32 ⅜” screw; secures threaded end in tube casing b) Winged screw; screws into
slider base to indicate level of spring compression.
The threaded end cap part was made from a stock sheet of polycarbonate. We customized it in
the Cal Poly machine shop by cutting it in the correct shape and adding threaded holes. We
chose polycarbonate for this part for the reasons stated previously. This part is secured at the
bottom of the tube casing and it keeps the threaded knob in place while the device is being
used. The part is shown below.

Figure 20: Threaded End Cap; interfaced with knob to allow for adjustment of spring
compression.
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The knob part is a stock part made out of phenolic plastic and stainless steel. These materials
were chosen due to their compliance with our material requirements and their correct sizing for
our purposes. This part is turned by the user to adjust the spring displacement, thus changing
the set ligament tension. The part is shown below.

Figure 21: Knob; turned by user in threaded end to adjust spring compression.
In the finalized device assembly, the expected overall dimensions are as follows. The maximum
length of this device (red in Figure 22) is expected to be 8.86 inches when the spring is in its
relaxed state. In regular use, the length of this device should likely range from about 7.8 to 8.8
inches. The width of this device (blue in Figure 22) varies down its length, with the wheel casing
having a maximum expected width of 2.2 inches and the tube casing having an outer diameter
of 1 inch. The height of this device (purple in Figure 22) also varies slightly along the device
length, with the wheel casing having an expected depth of 1.2 inches and the tube casing
having an outer diameter of 1 inch. Therefore, the expected final dimensions of this design fall
between our minimum and maximum size requirements.

Figure 22: Major device dimensions.
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Prototype Manufacturing Instructions
Manufacturing Bill of Materials
The manufacturing and processing instructions reference parts according to their item number
in the bill of materials, which can be seen below in Table 8.
Table 8: Manufacturing Bill of Materials.
Item
Number Description

Part
Number

Vendor

Material(s)

McMaster- PEEK Plastic,
Carr
Stainless Steel

Quantity

Notes

1

Ball Bearing

1258N19

1

2

Wheel Casing

N/A

3D Hub

Polycarbonate

1

3

Adhesive

40P233

Grainger

N/A

1

4

Inner Wheel

N/A

3D Hub

Polycarbonate

1

*SLA 3D printed

5

Rubber
Sleeve

N/A

Smooth-On

Silicone
Rubber

1

*cast using molds
created with 3D printed
parts

6

Tube Casing

9176T4

McMasterCarr

Polycarbonate

1

*machined from
polycarbonate tube

1

*cast using molds
created with 3D printed
parts

7

Bullet

N/A

Smooth-On

Silicone
Rubber

8

Compression
Spring

1986K132

McMasterCarr

302 Stainless
Steel

1

9

Slider Base

N/A

Shapes
Plastic

Polycarbonate

1

10

1/2" Screw

91404A505

McMasterCarr

Zinc-Plated
Iron

1

11

Threaded
End

N/A

Shapes
Plastic

Polycarbonate

1

12

1/4" Screw

90585A024

McMasterCarr

316 Stainless
Steel

1

1373t58

McMasterCarr

Phenolic
Plastic,
Stainless Steel

1

13

Knob

*SLA 3D printed

*machined from
polycarbonate sheet

*machined from
polycarbonate sheet

Manufacturing Process Instructions
Part Machining and 3D Printing
The three parts that needed to be machined for our device are the tube casing, the slider base,
and the threaded end. The tube casing was machined from a polycarbonate tube using a mill to
create a slot and a tap to create a hole on the back side. The slider base and threaded end cap
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were machined using the proper drill taps to create threaded holes after being cut by a ¾ hole
saw into the appropriate shapes and reduced down to the appropriate diameter with a lathe.
Specific machining instructions for each part can be seen below:
*NOTE*: Refer to Appendix F for custom detailed drawings for all the following parts:
Tube Casing:
1. Use a saw to cut a piece of polycarbonate tubing down to the appropriate length of
5.25”.
2. Mill a 1.2” long slot with a radius of 0.11” centered 0.51” from an edge.
3. Tap a threaded hole with a 6-32 UNC tap on the opposite side of the milled slot centered
at 0.30” from that same edge.
Threaded End:
1. Fix the polycarbonate sheet in place using clamps.
2. Use a ¾” hole saw to make the initial circular cut of the threaded end cap.
3. Use a lathe to shave down the diameter to the appropriate length of .74”
4. Tap a hole completely through the center of the circle’s face using a ¼” 20-UNC 2B tap.
5. Tap a 0.11” threaded hole using a 6-32 UNC 2B tap onto the center of the edge of the
part to a depth of 0.1”
Slider Base:
1. Fix the polycarbonate sheet in place using clamps.
2. Use a ¾” hole saw to make the initial circular cut of the slider base.
3. Use a lathe to shave down the diameter to the appropriate length of .72”.
4. Tap a 0.15” threaded hole into the center of the circular edge of the part using a 10-24
UNC-2B tap to a depth of 0.51”.
The wheel casing and inner CAM wheel were both printed using an SLA (Stereolithography) 3D
printer and a high-temperature printing resin. We manufactured these parts using a 3D printing
method because after consulting with various machining technicians, we found that 3D printing
would be the easiest and most accurate method to achieve these geometries. To print these
parts, we used a form 2 SLA resin printer from the BMED department. To complete these prints
in the appropriate material, we also purchased a high temperature resin cartridge and a
Formlabs LT resin tank. The STL files were then sent in and properly oriented in the print field
and printing was started. After printing, the parts were washed in a 95% IPA (isopropyl alcohol)
bath for 10 minutes and then cured in a 65 ℃ oven for 30 minutes. Finally, support structures
were removed and these parts were complete.
Device Construction
1. The first section of this prototype to assemble is the CAM wheel-housing complex. Begin by
applying part 3 to the surface of the inner diameter of part 1 and the outer diameter of the
column at the center of part 2, then wait for the adhesive to dry.
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2. When both surfaces are dry, apply part 3 to the same surface of part 2 where it was applied
previously and mate parts 1 and 2 concentrically.

Figure 23: Adhering Ball Bearing to Wheel Casing.
3. Next, place part 5 around part 4 concentrically by stretching part 5 out before placing it
around part 4 and releasing, allowing it to compress around part 4.

Figure 24: Applying Rubber Sleeve to Inner Wheel.
4. Apply part 3 to the surface of the outer diameter of part 1 and to the surface of the inner
diameter of part 4, and wait for the adhesive to dry.
5. Once both surfaces are dry, apply part 3 to the surface of the outer diameter of part 1 and
mate parts 1 and 4 concentrically.
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Figure 25: Adhering CAM Wheel to Ball Bearing and Wheel Casing.
6. Finally, apply part 3 to the flat outer edge of part 2 and to the circular face of part 6 that is
farthest away from the slot, then wait for the adhesive to dry.
7. When both surfaces are dry, apply part 3 to the flat outer edge of part 2 again and mate parts
2 and 6 concentrically such that the slot is facing the opposite direction of the hex indent of the
CAM wheel.

Figure 26: Adhering Tube Casing to Wheel Casing.
8. The next section to assemble is the spring-bullet-base complex. Begin by applying part 3 to
the flat surface of part 7 and to one end of part 8, then wait for the adhesive to dry.
9. When both surfaces are dry, apply part 3 to the flat surface of part 7 again and mate parts 7
and 8 concentrically.
10. Next, apply part 3 to the free end of part 8 and to one of the circular faces of part 9, then
wait for the adhesive to dry.
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11. When both surfaces are dry, apply part 3 to the same face of part 9 as before and mate
parts 8 and 9 concentrically.

Figure 27: Assembling the Spring-Bullet-Base Complex.
12. The next section to assemble is the indicator-base-housing complex. Begin by inserting the
assembly of parts 7, 8, and 9 into the open end of part 6, orienting part 9 so that the hole is
aligned with the center of the slot in part 6.
13. Screw part 10 into this hole in part 9 to the point where the wings of the head of part 10 are
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of part 9 and part 10 is secure.
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Figure 28: Assembling the Indicator-Base-Housing Complex.
14. The final section to assemble is the cap-knob complex. Begin by inserting part 11 into the
open end of part 6, orienting it so that the threaded hole in the outer diameter of 11 lines up with
the hole on the opposite side of the slot on part 6.
15. Next, screw part 12 into this hole to mate parts 6, 11, and 12 together.
16. Finally, screw part 13 into the hole in the center of the flat face of part 11. The depth to which
the user screws this in will set the maximum torsion and will be adjusted based on the specific
circumstance.

Figure 29: Assembling the Cap-Knob Complex.
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Test Protocols
Construction of Test Apparatus
To begin constructing the test apparatus, a reciprocating saw was used to cut a 60” long 1”x12”
piece of wood into two pieces of 12” length and two pieces of 18” length. Then, a drill was used
to screw the horizontal edges of the 12” pieces of wood into the vertical edges of the 18” pieces
of wood. We then drilled screws 3” from the top of the apparatus into each side. On the left side,
we drilled a screw 4” below the first screw, and on the right side, we drilled a screw 9” below the
first screw. All of these screws were aligned at 1” from the front of the apparatus to allow the
bungee cord to interact with the gap balancer appropriately. The test apparatus and its
associated detailed drawing can be seen in Figures 30, 31, and 32 below.

Figure 30: Test apparatus frame.
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Figure 31: Front view of test apparatus.

Figure 32: Side views of test apparatus.
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Figure 33 below shows how the test apparatus, gap balancer, and calibrated tensioner
interacted with each other during testing. Bungee cords were set up in different configurations to
produce the desired amount of tension for each set of trials.

Figure 33: Interaction of test apparatus, gap balancer, and calibrated tensioner during testing.

Test Plans
We tested the completed prototype to ensure that it meets all engineering specifications set for
it. For clarity, in this document, we go through the tests as they relate to each specification. We
listed expected outcomes and contingencies for each test and its related specification. Test
results and data analysis are discussed later in the Testing Data and Analysis section.
Test for Precision
Equipment: Testing apparatus, gap balancer, calibrated tensioner.
Supplies: Bungee cords, Minitab.
Personnel: Corey Catuara, Lauren Henigman.
The test for precision procedure was used to create a baseline set of data. From this data set,
we evaluated precision and functionality between paddles.
In order to determine a reasonable sample size for each trial of the precision tests, we
performed a power analysis using Minitab to analyze a General Full Factorial Design. The
results of this test are shown below. Note that the maximum difference of 11 refers to the 11 mm
of bungee elongation required to cause a 2 N change in the tension of a single bungee cord,
allowing us to determine the sample size needed to determine if our device achieves a ∓2 N
measurement resolution.
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Table 9: Power analysis results for precision testing.

Our experiment was actually a fractional factorial design and our estimated standard deviation
for this test was simply an educated guess, so we did increase our sample size from the
suggested 4 reps per trial, especially given that each test repetition does not take a significant
amount of time or resources. In the end, we determined that doubling the sample size to 8 trials
per set would give us more complete confidence that our experimental results are accurate.
Below is a detailed list of steps required to complete this test as well as a table denoting the
tension level and bungee cord configuration for each trial. Note that prior to this set of tests, we
secured the bottom paddle of the gap balancer to the test apparatus using duct tape, making
sure to center it in the middle of the apparatus.
Table 10: Tension setting and bungee configuration for each set of trials for precision testing.
Trial Set
Number

Tension
Setting (N)

Paddle

1

16

2

Bungee Configuration
1

2

3

Left

TT

n/a

n/a

16

Right

TT

n/a

n/a

3

33

Left

TT

TT

n/a

4

120

Right

TB

TB

n/a

5

150

Left

TB

TB

BT

6

160

Right

TB

TB

BT

Note for the bungee configuration T denotes top and B denotes bottom. The first letter listed
refers to where the bungee is hooked on the left side of the testing apparatus, and the second
letter refers to where the bungee cord is hooked on the right side of the testing apparatus.
Additionally, the actual tension setting was calculated after the testing using the mean
displacement of the gap balancer and the spring constant of the bungee cords at the geometry
which results from that displacement. In future iterations of the device, there will be an already
calibrated and accurate scale on the device. Notably, this restricted the testing by forcing sets of
trials done at the same tension setting to be done all at once, since the device needed to remain
at the same tension setting and it would be too difficult to change the displacement then get
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back to the original displacement without sacrificing accuracy. An example of how to read the
table above to complete these trials would be as follows: the first set requires the calibrated
tensioner to be set at 16 N and for one bungee cord to be hooked on the top hook on the right
and the top hook on the left. The detailed instructions to be used to complete each set of trials
are listed below.
1. Configure bungee cord(s) as denoted in Table 10 for this set of trials, ensuring that the
cord passes over the top of the top paddles.
2. Set the calibrated tensioner to the appropriate tension setting denoted in Table 10 for
this set of trials.
3. Use the calibrated tensioner to raise the appropriate paddle denoted in Table 10 for this
set of trials, continuing to turn it until no further extension of the paddle is observed.
4. Record the displacement shown by the gap balancer.
5. Reset the gap balancer paddle to its lowest position.
6. Repeat steps 3-5 eight times to complete the set of trials.
7. Repeat steps 1-6 for each set of trials until all tests have been completed.
Once the data has been recorded for all of these trials, we started by finding the mean
displacement of each group. We then found the magnitude of the distance from the mean
displacement of each trial within their group. This new data set for each group showed the
magnitudes of the distances from the mean for each trial, which is how we compared precision
between each group based on paddle used and bungee force. These displacement values were
then converted into force values by multiplying them by the spring rate of the bungee cord and
the number of bungee cords acting on it. We then used an ANOVA test (𝝰=0.05) to compare all
of the difference values for each of these groups with the following hypotheses:
H0: There is no significant difference in precision between any sets of trials.
Ha: There is a significant difference in the precision between at least 2 sets of trials.
Additionally, if any distance from the mean value was greater than our desired precision of ∓2 N
for any given tension value, the device would fail the precision test.
After completing this set of initial precision testing, a second set of precision tests were
conducted with the CAM wheel sleeve removed and including more tension measurement
values. Below is a detailed list of steps required to complete this test as well as a table denoting
the tension level and bungee cord configuration for each trial.
Table 11: Tension setting and bungee configuration for each trial of precision testing, round 2.
Trial Number

Tension
Setting (N)

Paddle

1

28

2

35

Bungee Configuration
1

2

3

Left

TT

TT

n/a

Left

BT

n/a

n/a

40

3

35

Right

BT

n/a

n/a

4

64

Right

BT

TT

TT

5

72

Left

TT

TB

n/a

6

92

Right

TB

BT

n/a

7

109

Left

BB

TT

TT

8

116

Right

TB

TB

n/a

9

148

Left

TB

TB

BT

10

150

Right

TB

TB

BT

11

149

Left

TB

TB

BT

12

153

Right

TB

TB

BT

1. Configure bungee cord(s) as denoted in Table 11 for the trial number, ensuring that the
cord passes over the top of the top paddles.
2. Set the calibrated tensioner to the tension setting denoted in Table 11 for the trial
number.
3. Use the calibrated tensioner to raise the paddle denoted in Table 11 for the trial number.
Continue until no further extension is observed.
4. Record the displacement shown by the gap balancer.
5. Reset the gap balancer paddle to its lowest position.
6. Repeat steps 3-5 eight times for each trial number.
7. Repeat steps 1-6 for each trial number until all tests have been completed.
We expected that the precision of the device would fall within our expected ∓2 N specification
and not significantly vary between tension levels. If this was not found to be true, we would have
further explored the data from this test to determine the necessary design or operational
changes required to increase the device’s precision and measurement consistency

Tests for Ease of Use
These tests are looking to quantifiably verify that the calibrated tensioner meets all of the ease
of use specifications.
End-User Testing
Equipment: Testing apparatus, gap balancer, calibrated tensioner.
Supplies: Bungee cords.
Personnel: Corey Catuara, Lauren Henigman, and Dr. Delagrammaticas.
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Dr. Delagrammaticas used the device with the testing apparatus according to the same testing
procedure outlined in the test for precision. However, we used only 4 trials per set as we are not
looking to assess whether or not there is a significant difference in precision between paddles or
magnitudes of forces. After completing each set of trials, Dr. Delagrammaticas rated the ease of
use on a scale from 1-10 and we took the average.
We expected that Dr. Delagrammaticas will on average rate the ease of use of the device at a 7
or higher. If this was not the case, we would have consulted with Dr. Delagrammaticas to further
understand where the difficulties in operation stem from and suggested design or operational
changes to remedy these issues.
Force Required by User to Operate
Equipment: Testing apparatus, gap balancer, calibrated tensioner, spring scale.
Supplies: Bungee cords, Excel.
Personnel: Corey Catuara.
To test this specification, we used a spring scale to turn the calibrated tensioner and raise
paddles to their maximum height. We did this according to the same procedure as that was
previously laid out in the test for precision, with the only difference being that we used a spring
scale to move the calibrated tensioner, recording the maximum force reading on the scale as
our results for four trials instead of eight.
When we had recorded all of our data, we took the average of the force reading for each set of
trials and paired it with the corresponding force acting on the paddles from the bungee cords
based on their geometry and spring constant. We then plotted the data and used linear
regression to make a line of best fit, which was used to determine the ligament force at which
the user is required to put in 10 lbf to turn the device. We then compared this ligament force to
the maximum expected ligament forces in the knee based on ranges on existing devices.
We expected that the ligament force at which the user is required to put in 10 lbf to turn the
device would be well above the maximum expected ligament forces in the knee based on
ranges in existing devices. If this was not the case, we would consider increasing the lever arm
length of our device to increase torque without increasing the required user force.
Device Functionality with Both Paddles
Equipment: Testing apparatus, gap balancer, calibrated tensioner.
Supplies: Bungee cords, Minitab.
Personnel: Corey Catuara, Lauren Henigman.
This specification was tested within the previously outlined test for precision. If the sets of trials
where both paddles experience the same force show a statistically significant difference in
precision or gap measurement, then we reject the null hypothesis. The hypotheses being tested
(𝝰=0.05) are as follows:
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H0: There is no significant difference in measurement precision or measurement value based on
the paddle being moved.
Ha: There is a significant difference in measurement precision or measurement value based on
the paddle being moved.
We expected that the right and left paddles of the gap balancer would exhibit similar precision
levels. However, if this was not the case, we would inspect the gap balancer and the calibrated
tensioner for inconsistencies in operation between sides and propose a solution based on our
findings.
Previous Design user Interface Visibility
Equipment: Testing apparatus, gap balancer, calibrated tensioner.
Supplies: None.
Personnel: Corey Catuara.
To ensure that the distance markings of the gap balancer are still visible while using the
calibrated tensioner, we performed the following steps.
1. Put the gap balancer on top of our test apparatus so that the back is flush against the
top of the apparatus and the paddles are pointing down, hanging over the edge.
2. Place the calibrated tensioner in position to move the paddles.
3. To evaluate the visibility of the gap balancer user interface, look directly down at the
device to be looking head-on, then check to see if the number for the displacement the
device is currently set for is visible.
4. Test this on both sides of the gap balancer at 10 mm intervals starting at 5 mm
If readings are visible for all cases this requirement has been met, but if there is a single case in
which the number is not fully visible, the device has failed to meet this requirement.
We expected that there would be some level of visibility issues for the previous design user
interface. Since this is the case, we suggest that the gap balancer measurement scale be
moved to a more visible location and that the diameter of the CAM wheel casing of the
calibrated tensioner be reduced.
Tests for Material Properties
These tests are looking to quantifiably verify that the calibrated tensioner meets all of the
material property specifications.
Autoclave Compatibility
Equipment: None.
Supplies: Matweb, Google.
Personnel: Lauren Henigman.
Due to an issue with the strength of the selected adhesive combined with time constraints, we
were forced to use an alternative adhesive that was stronger but not compatible with an
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autoclave in order to have a working prototype. Since our sponsor wants to test this device on
cadavers to determine its efficacy and therefore needs a functional device, we opted to not put
the device through an autoclave, as doing so would risk ruining the device. Instead, we will
show the results of our autoclave compatibility literature review in the Testing Data and Analysis
section.
We expected that all materials besides the new adhesive will be found suitable for sterilization
by autoclave. For any materials that were found to be unfit for our application after more
in-depth research, we made recommendations for adequate replacements for future prototype
iterations.
Biocompatibility
Equipment: None.
Supplies: Matweb, Google.
Personnel: Lauren Henigman.
Due to the scope and resources of this project, our team was not able to perform
comprehensive biocompatibility testing. However, to evaluate biocompatibility in a more
accessible way, we conducted an in-depth literature review on each material and its uses in the
medical device industry. We include a detailed outline of the results of this literature review in
the Testing Data and Analysis section.
We expected that all materials would be found suitable for medical applications. If any materials
were found to be unfit for our application after more in-depth research, we would have made
recommendations for adequate replacements for future prototype iterations.
Test for Size
Equipment: Calibrated tensioner.
Supplies: Ruler.
Personnel: Lauren Henigman.
To ensure that the device falls within the appropriate size range set by the engineering
specifications, we used a ruler to measure it at its thickest points for length, width, and height.
We then compared these values to the specified minimum and maximum values to ensure that it
meets these requirements.
We expected the calibrated tensioner to fall within our minimum and maximum size
requirements. If this was not the case, we would consider the resizing of various elements to
determine where we could make changes to remedy this issue.
Test for Reliability
Equipment: Testing apparatus, gap balancer, calibrated tensioner.
Supplies: Bungee cords, Minitab and Excel.
Personnel: Corey Catuara, Lauren Henigman.
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This test verifies that the device can withstand expected stresses during use. This was tested
using the following steps:
1. Hook one bungee cord on the bottom screws on each side of the test apparatus. Hook
the next bungee on the top right and bottom left screws. Hook a final bungee on the
bottom right and top left screws, ensuring that all cords pass over the top of the top
paddles.
2. Set the calibrated tensioner to its maximum spring compression.
3. Use the tensioner to do a set of 8 trials (similar to those described in the test for
precision protocol) raising one paddle to its maximum and recording the displacement.
If visual inspection shows that the calibrated tensioner is damaged after these trials, it fails the
test immediately.
Otherwise, find the mean displacement of the first 4 trials and the mean from the second 4 trials,
and compare the distances from the mean of that set of trials for both sets of trials using a
one-tailed t-test (𝝰=0.05), testing the following hypotheses:
H0: There is no significant difference between the precision of the first and second set of trials.
Ha: There is a significant decrease in the precision of the device from the first set of trials to the
second set.
We expected that there would be no significant decrease in the precision of the device between
the first set of trials and the second set. When this initially proved not to be the case, we tried to
identify the source of the problem and make design recommendations for future iterations that
address the problem. In this case, we were able to make an immediate design change to both
address this problem and increase precision.

Testing Data and Analysis
Test for Precision
After performing our test to determine if measurement precision changed significantly between
tension levels or paddles, we used a two-way ANOVA to analyze the data. The results are
shown below. All raw data is listed in Appendices H-J.
Table 12: Analysis of variance of measurement variation for paddle and tension level.
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-Value

P-Value

Tension
Paddle
Error

1
1
45

0.5144
0.1088
5.2089

0.5144
0.1088
0.1158

4.44
0.94

0.041
0.338

3
42

0.7761
4.4328

0.2587
0.1055

2.45

0.077

47

6.0100

Lack-of-Fit
Pure Error
Total

45

a)

b)
Figure 34: With sleeve: a) interval plot of measurement variation between tension levels b)
interval plot of measurement variation between paddles.
The large p-value of 0.338 indicates that we cannot reject our null hypothesis for the paddles.
The smaller p-value of 0.041 indicates that we can reject our null hypothesis for tension. So, we
have confidence that measurement precision does not significantly change when using a
different paddle, but there is significant evidence that measurement precision decreased when
measuring larger tension values. These results can also be seen visually in the interval plots
above.
Additionally, no force variation value was found to be over 2 N, giving us confidence that our
device performs within our ∓2 N precision specification. In fact, our device was much more
precise than this goal, giving us confidence that the calibrated tensioner can measure a set
tension value as the same between different uses.
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However, when performing these tests, we found that the CAM wheel sleeve may reduce the
precision and reliability of the device (see Reliability test results for more details). Specifically,
we thought that the larger spike in measurement variation at the 160 N measurement level
could have been due to the CAM wheel sleeve slipping. As a result, we also performed the
same precision test protocol with the sleeve removed to observe any change. In this analysis,
we focused on analyzing possible precision changes between tension levels and paddles using
a two-way ANOVA. The initial results from that test are shown below.
Table 13: Analysis of variance of measurement variation for paddle and tension levels after
CAM wheel sleeve removal.
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-Value

P-Value

Tension (N)
Paddle
Error

10
1
84

2.35292
0.00090
2.59327

0.235292
0.000904
0.030872

7.62
0.03

0.000
0.865

Total

95

5.09801

a)
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b)
Figure 35: Without Sleeve: a) interval plot of measurement variation between tension levels b)
interval plot of measurement variation between paddles.
With a p-value of 0.000 for tension, we reject the null hypothesis, suggesting that some
unexpected variation in measurement precision occurred between different tension levels. With
a p-value of 0.865 for paddle, we cannot reject the null hypothesis, suggesting that
measurement precision likely does not vary significantly between the right and left paddles.
Upon initial inspection, the two upward spikes at the 64 N and 109 N tension settings were
concerning, as these spikes (in conjunction with the drop at 148 N) are likely what is causing us
to reject the null hypothesis. However, these upward spikes can easily be explained by
limitations in the resolution of the gap balancer and the specific mechanism by which we set the
tension in the bungee cords.
The gap balancer measurement scale has values listed every 5 mm from 4 to 40 mm, with
intermediate marks at every mm. Additionally, the thickness of the line used to specify the
displacement is roughly 1 mm, so when recording data we did not feel confident measuring the
displacement to any resolution above 0.5 mm. The way we set the tension acting on the gap
balancer was by changing the number and configuration of the bungee cords. We then derived
the tension acting on the paddles by checking the geometry of the bungees when at the final
displacement value and multiplying each bungee’s displacement by its spring constant.
When we were collecting the data, we converted the residual displacement values into force
values in the same way, keeping in mind the number of bungee cords acting on the paddle. For
the sets of trials at 64, 108, 147, 149, 150, and 153 N, there were three bungee cords in use,
and we believe that this artificially inflated the measurement variation at these points due to the
resolution of measurement. As such, we would expect that these trials would show a mean
measurement variation that is between 0.1 and 0.2 N too high since the spring constant is about
0.2 N/mm and it is being counted an extra time for these trials. In this way, the results are mostly
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what we would expect, with the exception of the trials at 147 N, which were much lower than
expected. We aren’t sure about the reason for this, but it is lower than expected so we are not
particularly concerned about it.
This testing also provided some insight into a problem with the tensioner that is not initially
obvious from looking at the data. As previously mentioned, when we designed and executed
this test we did not have a scale on the tensioner so the values were derived experimentally.
Based on the initial values and Hooke’s Law, we had assumed that the tension output would
scale linearly with the spring displacement, so once we got to the bungee configuration with the
maximum force we could apply, we set the spring at intervals that we expected to produce
outputs of approximately 8 N apart. However, this was not the case, as can be seen with the last
4 trials at 147, 149, 150, and 153 N. The reason for this lost linearity at high tension values is
that buckling is occurring in the spring, and the clearance between the inner shaft diameter and
the outer spring diameter is too large to offer support. As a result, moving the slider base a
certain distance does not result in the spring displacing that same distance, and this is why we
saw the trend that we did. We have designed a new spring for use in future iterations to avoid
this problem.
We also analyzed if precision was improved by the removal of the CAM wheel sleeve using a
one way ANOVA to test the following hypotheses:
H0: There is no significant difference between the precision of the calibrated tensioner with and
without the CAM wheel sleeve.
Ha: There is a significant difference between the precision of the calibrated tensioner with and
without the CAM wheel sleeve.
Results are shown below.
Table 14: Analysis of variance of measurement precision with and without wheel sleeve.
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-Value

P-Value

Sleeve?
Error

1
94

19.94
53.73

19.9382
0.5716

34.88

0.000

Total

95

73.66
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a)

b)
Figure 36: a) Measurement variation based on tension for sleeve and sleeveless trials on the
same scale. b) Interval plot of measurement variation between no sleeve and sleeve.
The very small p-value of about zero and the interval plot show that we can reject the null
hypothesis, giving us confidence that removal of the CAM wheel sleeve significantly improved
measurement precision.
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Additionally, this test and its results showed us that the friction between the bare CAM wheel
and the bullet was still high enough to preserve the functionality of the calibrated tensioner. Due
to these findings, we suggest that in both the current iteration and in future iterations, the sleeve
should be removed from the calibrated tensioner assembly.

Tests for Ease of Use
End-User Testing
After Dr. Delagrammaticas had a chance to use the device with our testing apparatus, he rated
its ease of use at an overall 7 out of 10. This rating met our specification for ease of use.
Additionally, after communicating intended changes for future iterations, he expressed that the
ease of use rating would likely increase with these changes.
Force Required by User to Operate
The resulting plot from this test is shown below.

Figure 37: Plot of ligament tension vs. user input with line of best fit.
Using this plot and the resulting line of best-fit equation, we were able to calculate that to reach
our specified limit of 10 pounds of user input (~44.5 Newtons), the ligament tension would have
to be about 4000 Newtons, which would not occur in the body. This gives us confidence that the
required user input for the calibrated tensioner is much lower than our 10 lb maximum
specification.
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Device Functionality with Both Paddles
After performing our tests to assess how device function varies between paddles, we used
Minitab to perform two one-way ANOVAs to assess our hypotheses. First, we performed the
one-way ANOVA to determine if the measurement precision varied between paddles. Those
results are shown below.
Table 15: Analysis of variance of measurement variation between paddles.
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-Value

P-Value

Paddle
Error

1
142

0.2268
12.1449

0.22681
0.08553

2.65

0.106

Total

143

12.3717

Figure 38: Interval plot of measurement variation between paddles.
The large p-value of 0.106 means that we cannot reject the hypothesis that measurement
precision does not vary between paddles. Additionally, this result is shown visually in the interval
plot above. Therefore, we have confidence that the measurement precision is not varying
significantly between the right and left paddle.
Next, we performed a one-way ANOVA to determine if the measurement values between
paddles varied when trying to measure the same tension on each paddle. Those results are
shown below.
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Table 16: Analysis of variance of measurement value between paddles.
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-Value

P-Value

Paddle
Error

1
14

33.06
76.87

33.063
5.491

6.02

0.028

Total

15

109.94

Figure 39: Interval plot of measurement value between paddles.
The small p-value of 0.028 (less than α = 0.05) means that we can reject the hypothesis that
measurement value does not vary between paddles. Additionally, this result is shown visually in
the interval plot above. Therefore, we have confidence that the measurement value is varying
significantly between the right and left paddle.
We were not very surprised by these results, given that during our testing with the calibrated
tensioner and gap balancer, we noticed that the left paddle was harder to lift in general when
using any tool. After further inspection, we believe that there are increased frictional forces on
the left side of the gap balancer due to an uneven machining of the shafts the gears are
mounted on, leading to different interactions between the parts of the gap balancer based on the
paddle being raised. To remedy this issue, we suggest that a future interaction of the gap
balancer be machined more precisely to eliminate this issue.

Previous Design User Interface Visibility
After performing our tests to assess the visibility of the gap balancer measurement scale, we
found that there were significant visibility issues at all levels. See the image below for an
example of this interference.
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Figure 40: Image of user interface visibility testing, highlighting the red circle where necessary
visibility was blocked.
The main cause of this problem is the size of the calibrated tensioner, but also the very close
proximity of the hexes to the measurement scale, which leaves very little room for a tool to
adjust the paddle height without obscuring the view. Due to this issue, we suggest relocation of
the gap balancer measurement scale to further down on the gap balancer device. See the
proposed movement in the image below. Additionally, we propose that the outer diameter of the
CAM wheel casing be reduced to 1.625".

Figure 41: Proposed movement of gap measurement scale for increased visibility.
This movement of the gap measurement scale should not significantly alter or interfere with any
aspect of the gap balancer's functions, and it will overall improve its interface with the calibrated
tensioner.
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Test for Reliability
Following the reliability testing planned in our test plan, we analyzed the data using a
two-sample, two-tailed t-test, with results shown below.
Table 17: Two-sample t-test for reliability.
T-Value

DF

P-Value

3.28

3

0.046

The small p-value of 0.046 means that we can reject the null hypothesis, showing that precision
changed significantly throughout the reliability test. Additionally, during the reliability test, we
found that the CAM wheel sleeve was becoming dislodged, which likely contributed to this
difference and altered the reliability of the device. To try to remedy this problem, we removed the
CAM wheel sleeve and repeated the reliability testing protocol to see if the results would
improve.
Table 18: Two-sample t-test for reliability without sleeve.
T-Value

DF

P-Value

-0.22

5

0.834

Evidently, the removal of the CAM wheel sleeve led the reliability test to produce a much larger
p-value of 0.834, meaning that we cannot reject the null hypothesis. This result gives us
confidence that after the removal of the CAM wheel sleeve, the calibrated tensioner was not
exhibiting significant changes in measurement precision over a series of high tension tests.
Additionally, there were no visual indications of device wear or failure after the set of tests with
no sleeve. We suggest removing the CAM wheel sleeve from the calibrated tensioner assembly
to improve its reliability.

Tests for Material Properties
Biocompatibility and Autoclave Compatibility
Below, we review the biocompatibility and autoclave compatibility of each material used in our
prototype. When a material was found to be non-compliant in either of these categories, we
suggested an alternative material for use in further device iterations. Sources are cited.
Polycarbonate4
Below, we list the pros and cons of using polycarbonate in this medical device.
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Table 19: Pros and cons of polycarbonate.
Pros
●
●
●
●

Extensively used in medical devices
since the 1960s
Sterilizable using steam autoclaving
Suitable for disinfection using
common clinical disinfectants like IPA
Relatively inexpensive

Cons
●

Not suitable for repeated lifetime
autoclaving

Recommendation:
To improve the durability and autoclavability of the device, we would recommend using 316L
stainless steel in place of polycarbonate. While stainless steel is significantly more expensive,
its use would significantly increase the lifetime of the device.
Silicone Rubber5
Below, we list the pros and cons of using silicone rubber in this medical device.
Table 20: Pros and cons of silicone rubber.
Pros
●
●
●
●

In extensive use and testing, exhibits
high compatibility with human tissue
Does not support bacterial growth
Sterilizable using steam autoclaving
Suitable for disinfection using
common clinical disinfectants like IPA

Cons
●

Possible degradation over time

Recommendation:
While this device could continue to include silicone rubber materials, we suggest that to prevent
degradation that the bullet be cast out of 316L stainless steel in future iterations.
Stainless Steel6
Below, we list the pros and cons of using stainless steel in this medical device.
Table 21: Pros and cons of stainless steel.
Pros
●
●
●
●
●

Commonly used in medical devices
High corrosion resistance
Sterilizable using steam autoclaving
Suitable for disinfection using
common clinical disinfectants like IPA
Recyclable

Cons
●
●

Heavier than most plastic materials
More expensive than most plastic
materials
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Recommendation:
We recommend the use of stainless steel for as many parts as possible in this device given its
superior properties and wear resistance compared to materials like plastics. We argue that the
increased weight and cost of stainless steel are well worth it to create a durable and long lasting
device.
Phenolic Plastic7
Below, we list the pros and cons of using phenolic plastic in this medical device.
Table 22: Pros and cons of phenolic plastic.
Pros
●
●
●
●

Lightweight
Heat and wear-resistant
Low moisture absorption
Corrosion-resistant

Cons
●

Possible degradation concern

Recommendation:
While this material may be suitable for use in this device, we would recommend that it be
replaced with stainless steel, despite the increased cost, in order to increase the lifespan of the
device.
VOC Compliant Adhesive 8
Below, we list the pros and cons of using a VOC-compliant adhesive in this medical device.
Table 23: Pros and cons of VOC compliant adhesive.
Pros
●
●

High-temperature resistance
High chemical resistance

Cons
●
●

Possible toxicity risk
Difficult to work with

Recommendation:
Due to the possible toxicity risk associated with this type of adhesive, we would suggest
replacing it with a medical-grade epoxy, which would likely have a slightly higher cost but reduce
this risk.
PEEK Plastic9
Below, we list the pros and cons of using PEEK plastic in this medical device.
Table 24: Pros and cons of PEEK Plastic.
Pros
●

Highly resistant to thermal
degradation

Cons
●

High cost
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●
●
●
●
●

Chemical resistant
Wear-resistant
Sterilizable using steam autoclaving
Suitable for disinfection using
common clinical disinfectants like IPA
Commonly used in reusable medical
devices

Recommendation:
Due to the superior properties of this material, we recommend continuing its use in this device,
as the extra cost is worth it to preserve the long-term functionality of this device.
High-Temperature SLA Resin 6,10
Below, we list the pros and cons of using high-temperature SLA resin in this medical device.
Table 25: Pros and cons of high-temperature SLA resin.
Pros
●
●

Cons

Highly customizable shape
High-temperature resistance

●
●

Lower wear resistance
Not extensively documented in any
medical uses

Recommendation:
Given the lack of precedent in using this type of material in a medical device, we would
recommend the use of 316L stainless steel for these parts. These parts would be made through
casting, which stainless steel is conducive to.

Test for Size
Our test for size showed a maximum device length of 8.7”, a maximum device width of 2.25”,
and a maximum device height of 1.25”. These are all within the range of acceptable values as
outlined in our specifications.

Results Summary
The following table shows a summary of how our prototype performed based on our engineering
specifications.
Table 26: Summary of experimental results in relation to engineering specifications.
Specification
Precision

Description
Tension measurement consistency
tolerance

Target

Tolerance

Compliant?

±0.5 lb

N/A

Yes
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Mean ease of use score on a scale
from 1 to 10
Ease of Use

Material
Properties

Reliability
Size

7

Min

Yes

Force required by user to operate

10 lb

Max

Yes

Device works equivalently with both
paddles

Yes

N/A

Yes

Previous design user interface visible

Yes

N/A

No

Material is biocompatible

Yes

N/A

No

Temperature material can withstand

121°C

Min

No

Pressure material can withstand

20 psi

Min

No

Material doesn't react with
sterilization chemicals

Yes

N/A

Yes

Device can withstand expected
stresses

Yes

N/A

Yes, after
alteration

Maximum design size

12x5x3 in

Max

Yes

Minimum design size

3x2x1 in

Min

Yes

Instructions for Use
Safety Considerations
Below, we outline specific safety concerns that the user should be aware of before using this
device. These considerations were derived from the hazard and risk assessment previously
performed during the planning and designing phase of this project.
1. Be aware that dropping this device onto the feet or other parts of the body could cause
injury to the user. When using the calibrated tensioner and gap balancer, the user should
always wear closed-toed shoes and long pants to protect themselves from this hazard.
2. The compressed spring in this device stores energy that could be dangerous to the user
if released improperly. To avoid this danger, the user should always ensure that the
threaded end cap is securely screwed in before use. Taking this precaution will keep the
spring contained and reduce the risk of user injury from energy release.
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Figure 42: Check that this screw is secure to ensure that spring is properly contained.
3. Take note that the current prototype of this device is not autoclave compatible. However,
future device iterations will experience harsh environmental conditions by way of steam
autoclaving. The user should always make sure to follow proper autoclaving techniques
and safety measures to minimize the risk of harm to the device or user.

Steps for Operation
Below, we document the proper steps for the user to follow to operate the calibrated tensioner
and gap balancer. Please note that, as specified in our Indications for Use, these devices should
only be used by surgeons trained in a gap balanced knee replacement technique. Additionally,
we recommend that the user familiarizes themselves with the device through cadaver testing or
similar means before using it in a live surgical setting.
1. Ensure that the gap balancer and calibrated tensioner are properly sterilized before each
use.
2. Before beginning any surgical or testing procedure, ensure that all parts of the gap
balancer and calibrated tensioner are in place. The proper configurations for these
devices can be seen in the images below. To reference part names, see Appendix F for
the labeled assembly drawing.
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a)
b)
Figure 43: Proper configuration of a) gap balancer and b) calibrated tensioner.
Once the user has created cuts in the tibia and femur bones in preparation for a knee
replacement, they will use the gap balancer and calibrated tensioner for gap measurement and
ligament tension measurement to determine if the current cuts in the tibia and femur will
properly accommodate the implant, or if revisions to these cuts will be required to achieve a
proper fit. Below, we continue outlining the steps of this process.
3. After cutting the tibia and femur as dictated by the chosen implant, place the patient's
knee in an extended position and place the gap balancer paddles within the gap created
by the cut. The bottom paddle should lay flat against the cut plane of the tibia and both
top paddles should be in their fully retracted positions.

Figure 44: Example of an extended knee with cuts in femur and tibia.
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4. Next, set the desired ligament tension by turning the knob on the bottom of the
calibrated tensioner. To increase the desired tension, turn the knob clockwise. To
decrease the desired tension, turn the knob counterclockwise. The indicator line on the
slider base will tell the user their set tension based on a scale on the tube casing.

Figure 45: Calibrated tensioner with adjustment landmarks labeled for clarity.
5. With the desired ligament tension set, the user will then use the calibrated tensioner to
raise the paddles of the gap balancer. To do so, the user must put the hexagonal
indentation of the calibrated tensioner onto one of the hexes of the gap balancer and
turn the calibrated tensioner clockwise to raise the right paddle or counterclockwise to
raise the left paddle.
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Figure 46: Calibrated tensioner with hexagonal indent labeled for clarity.

Figure 47: Gap balancer with hexagonal bolts labeled for clarity.
6. Continue turning the calibrated tensioner until the paddle stops extending. This indicates
that the desired tension has been achieved.
7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for the other paddle using the same tension setting on the
calibrated tensioner. Note that the user may want to alternate back and forth between
raising each paddle a few times to ensure a proper gap and tension measurement.
8. Once the gap and tension measurements have been acquired, the user can determine if
the horizontal cuts on the tibia and femur will need any revision before implanting the
replacement knee. If a revision is required, the user will need to repeat steps 3-7 after
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revision to determine if the revision has been successful in creating a symmetrical gap
and symmetrically tensioned ligaments.
9. Remove the gap balancer from the extension gap by pulling axially on each release pin
to allow the paddles to retract. After this, the gap balancer can be easily removed from
the extension gap.

Figure 48: Gap balancer with release pins labeled for clarity.
10. Place the patient's knee in a flexed position and place the gap balancer paddles within
the gap created by the cut. The bottom paddle should again lay flat against the cut plane
of the tibia and both top paddles should be in their fully retracted positions.
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Figure 49: Example of a flexed knee with cuts in femur and tibia.
11. Repeat steps 4-8 to ensure that the flexion gap is symmetric and the ligaments are
symmetrically tensioned.
12. Remove the gap balancer from the flexion gap by pulling axially on each release pin to
allow the paddles to retract. Once again, the gap balancer can now be easily removed
from the extension gap.
13. Continue with the knee replacement procedure as usual. Ideally, the use of the gap
balancer and calibrated tensioner will ensure that the knee replacement fits properly and
that the medial and lateral collateral ligaments are correctly tensioned after implantation
of the new knee.

Conclusions
In this report, we outlined the detailed process we followed to design, manufacture, and test a
device that allows for the measurement of ligament tension during the use of a gap balanced
technique in a total knee arthroplasty surgery. This process began with the creation of customer
requirements and engineering specifications in collaboration with our sponsor. These
requirements and specifications were kept in mind consistently throughout the design process to
most accurately embody the wants and needs of the customer. Through the use of various
conceptual models and decision-making tools, we were able to determine the ideal configuration
for our device. Most notably, this configuration included the use of what we refer to as the
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“slipper method” with a round CAM wheel and a knob adjustment locking system. With the
design finalized, we modeled, manufactured, and purchased the various parts and assembled
them into a functional prototype. We were then able to determine if the customer requirements
and resulting engineering specifications were met by our prototype and overall design through
extensive testing. Our prototype succeeded in meeting the criteria for precision, most of the
criteria for ease of use, and the criteria for size and reliability. Our prototype failed to meet the
previous design user interface visibility criteria and the material property criteria. While our
prototype was unable to satisfy all customer requirements and engineering specifications, we
did manage to create a strong proof-of-concept to support the overall validity of this device and
its chosen form. With what we have learned from the design, manufacturing, and testing
process of this device, we have specific recommendations that could improve this device and its
overall performance in specification areas that were not met. In the section below, we discuss
our recommended changes to meet all requirements and specifications with a future device
iteration.

Discussion and Recommendations
Based on the data from our testing and our experience working with the device, we offer the
following recommendations for future iterations of the device.

Material Changes
Due to time constraints and budget, the current iteration of the calibrated tensioner uses
polycarbonate, SLA, and silicone rubber for some components. We suggest that in the final
iteration of the device, these materials be replaced with 316L stainless steel. This should
increase the longevity of the device significantly, as it has better material properties and we
wouldn’t expect the device to ever experience enough cycles to cause fatigue. This material
change also makes it possible to weld parts together rather than fastening them with screws or
fixing them with adhesives. To create the bullet, CAM wheel, and CAM wheel casing, we
suggest using casting, which 316L stainless steel is conducive to.

Dimension Changes
All dimension changes that we suggest for the final iteration of the device are shown in Table 27
below. Unless otherwise specified, assume that the thickness of parts remains the same.
Table 27: Dimension Changes.
Part

Previous Dimension

New Dimension

CAM wheel outer diameter

1.4”

1.3”

CAM wheel casing outer diameter

2.25”

1.625”

CAM wheel casing thickness

0.15”

0.1”

Distance from bottom of tube
housing to lower center mark of slot

0.51”

0.41”
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Distance from bottom of tube
housing to upper center mark of slot

1.71”

Calculate using desired
maximum tension
according to
𝑑
𝑥 = µ𝑘𝐷 𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔 + 0. 3"

Slider base thickness

0.25”

0.2”

Threaded end cap thickness

0.25”

0.2”

Spring

See spring design section

Housing Assembly
The adhesive originally selected was not strong enough to reliably fasten the tube casing to the
CAM wheel housing. We suggest that the next iteration of the device be altered to make
assembly easier and to make the device more reliable. Specifically, the tube casing and the
housing should be welded together. Additionally, we suggest that the CAM wheel housing outer
diameter be reduced to 1.625” and that the thickness be reduced to 0.1”. This is done for the
purpose of improving its interface with the gap balancer.

Spring Design
The spring used in the current iteration will buckle when it is being used to set the ligament
tension to higher levels (~130 N), and this leads to problems with setting the tension at these
levels since a displacement of the slider base does not displace the spring the same amount. To
prevent this from happening in future iterations, we have designed a new spring to be used. The
spring to be used in future iterations should be made of 316L stainless steel and have the
following parameters: an outer diameter of 0.825”, a wire diameter of 0.095”, a free length of 4”,
a solid length of 2.75”, a spring coefficient of 24 lbf/in, 28 turns, and closed ends. This design
will prevent buckling in conjunction with the inner diameter of the tube, as there is only 0.05” of
diametral clearance between the spring and the wall.

Bullet and CAM Wheel
In our testing, the CAM wheel sleeve decreased the precision of the device and led to problems
at high tension settings (~160 N). At these levels of tension, there was a significant decrease in
precision and the sleeve was pushed out of the device, requiring reinstallation. Therefore we
suggest that future iterations do not use the sleeve. Additionally, we suggest that both the bullet
and the CAM wheel be made out of 316L stainless steel and be formed by casting. This will
increase the longevity and reliability of the device since we won’t have to worry about any
rubber parts degrading over time. The CAM wheel must also have its outer diameter reduced to
1.3” in order to fit within the reduced size of the casing.
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Slider Base
During testing, we saw that the wingnut indicator actually made it more difficult to determine the
spring displacement. As such, we suggest that it be removed from future iterations. The
alternate way to show the displacement would be to make the slider base a solid disc and have
the user measure where the scale lines up with the end of the base farthest from the CAM
wheel. The window on the tube would remain present to give the user the maximum amount of
visibility. The thickness of this part should be reduced to 0.2”.

Spring-Bullet-Base Complex
Beyond changing the materials of the spring, bullet, and base to 316L stainless steel, the only
change we would suggest is to weld the parts together rather than using the adhesive to fasten
them together.

Threaded End Cap
The only suggested changes are to weld this part to the tube housing and to decrease its
thickness to 0.2”. We want to weld when possible instead of using adhesive and we want to
decrease its thickness to match that of the slider base.

Device Calibration
Changing the material of the CAM wheel and bullet from SLA high temperature resin and
silicone rubber, respectively, to 316L stainless steel leads to a change in the coefficient of
friction between the two parts and therefore requires calibration to find where output tensions
should be marked on the scale. Coefficients of friction for stainless steel on stainless steel in dry
conditions can range from approximately 0.5 - 0.811. This range is too large to specify
dimensions without additional testing, so we suggest determining the coefficient of friction in the
following way. Cast one large block and one 0.6” diameter disc of 316L stainless steel, then
weigh the disc. We suggest that the faces of the disc and block that will interact with each other
are machined to the same surface finish as the bullet and CAM wheel, respectively. Lay the disc
flat on top of the block and tilt the block until the disc starts to slip. Record the angle that this
occurs at and repeat for many trials. Once this data has been collected, use static analysis to
determine the coefficient of friction for each trial and take the average as the accepted value.
Once the coefficient of friction has been determined, the distance from a datum at the bottom of
the tube housing that corresponds with a particular ligament tension output can be found
according to the following formula: 𝑥 =

𝑑
µ𝑘𝐷

𝐹𝑙𝑖𝑔 + 0. 3", where d is the diameter of the pinion on

the gap balancer, D is the CAM wheel diameter, k is the spring constant, μ is the coefficient of
friction, and x is in inches. We suggest that the top of the slot in the tube housing be determined
by this formula based on the desired maximum output tension. Additionally, we suggest that the
scale be laser engraved to allow for the highest precision.
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Appendix A: Intellectual Property Assessment
Patent

Claim

Possible Infringement with
Solution

Soft Tissue Measurement and
Balancing Systems and
Methods (Nielsen)

Claim 1: The claim describes
orienting a cutting plane during
knee replacement surgery with
an inertial sensor through 3
planes.

We could design around this by
creating proper alignment with
the tibia and femur through
manual orientation that can be
confirmed by the existing gap
balance device which will make
a symmetric and perpendicular
gap.

Knee Flexion and Extension
Gap Tensioning and Measuring
Apparatus (Cole, Apparatus)

Claim 15: This claim outlines
that the knee gap tensioning
apparatus in this device includes
a remote device that receives
the signal with the tension
information.

To avoid infringement, we could
design around this by having the
component that receives the
tension measurement signals be
intrinsic to the overall gap
balancing device.

Knee Flexion and Extension
Gap Tensioning and Measuring
Apparatus (Cole, Apparatus)

Claim 17: This claim outlines
that the knee gap tensioning
apparatus in this device includes
an actuating instrument that
involves a powered actuator.

To avoid this infringement, we
could design around this by
having the actuation of the
paddles between the tibia and
femur be manually achieved in
some fashion.

Systems and Methods for
Ligament Balancing in Robotic
Surgery (Bonutti)

Claim 1: This claim describes
how the knee arthroplasty
procedure will occur. Ultimately,
the process requires a robotic
surgical procedure with the use
of medial and lateral
transducers.

The use of a robotic surgical
procedure may be infringed but
can ultimately be changed
through an operation at risk
through various manual surgical
procedures.

Systems and Methods for
Ligament Balancing in Robotic
Surgery (Bonutti)

Claim 2: This claim describes
further tensioning one ligament
to a greater extent than other
ligaments.

We could design around this by
creating a mechanism on the
device that allows for consistent,
calibrated tensioning.

Knee Flexion and Extension
Gap Tensioning and
Measurement Method (Cole,
Method)

Claim 16: This claim outlines
using the gap balancer to make
real time measurements of gap
distance, angle, and separating
force from ligaments.

We can design around this by
having physical, connected
gauges, since their
measurements will be sent to an
external digital display
(computer, smart phone, etc).
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Appendix B: House of Quality
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Appendix C: Network Diagram Label Meanings

Figure C-1: Network diagram for reference.
Table C-1: Network Diagram labels.

2

Planning

3

House of Quality

4

IFU

5

Budget

6

Network Diagram

7

Patent Search

8

Statement of Work

9

Project Planning Meeting 1

11

Design
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12

Morphology and Concept
Sketches

13

Pugh Chart

14

Status Update Memo 1

15

CAD Model

16

Conceptual Model

17

FMEA

18

Conceptual Design Review
Presentations

19

Status Update Memo 2

20

Status Update Memo 3

21

Hazard and Risk Assessment

22

Critical Design Review
Presentations

23

Critical Design Review
Presentations

25

Prototyping and Testing

26

Order Prototype Parts

27

3D Printing Part Blanks for
Rubber Molding

28

Contact Innovation Sandbox
and Machine Shop

29

Updated Project Plan

30

Creating rubber molds

31

Machine Tubing

32

Machine slider base and
threaded end

33

Cast rubber parts
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34

Prototype assembly

35

Functional Prototype Video

36

Test Plan Report

37

Test Plan Presentation

38

Functional Prototype Demo /
Test Plan Presentations

39

Peer Evaluation

40

Team Health Assessment

41

Ethics Reflection

42

Constructing Test Apparatus

43

Determining Bungee Constant

44

Measurement precision testing

45

Loading conditions testing

46

Ease of Use testing

47

Senior Project Design Report

48

Senior Project Design
Presentation

49

BMED Expo Webpage

50

BMED Expo Poster and
Presentation
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Appendix D: Calculations
D.1: Circular CAM Wheel
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D.2: Star CAM Wheel

77

D.3: Flower CAM Wheel
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Appendix E: Sample Excel Output
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Appendix F: Custom Detailed Drawings
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Appendix G: Stock Detailed Drawings
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Appendix H: Precision Testing Data
Table H-1: Precision testing with sleeve.
Precision Testing with Sleeve
Paddle,
Left
bungee,
right
bungee
Left TT

Tension
Setting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

29.5

33

33

33

29.5

29.5

34.5

33

2.375

1.125

1.125

1.125

2.375

2.375

2.625

1.125

0.4675

0.2215

40

35

35

31

36

33

33.5

34.5

5.25

0.25

0.25

3.75

1.25

1.75

1.25

0.25

1.0335

0.0492

35.5

34.5

36

36

34.5

36

34.5

33

0.5

0.5

1

1

0.5

1

0.5

2

0.1969

0.1969

26

28.5

Variance
(mm)

0.5625

1.9375

1.0625 0.5625 1.0625 1.9375 0.5625 0.0625

Variance (N)

0.2215

0.7628

0.4183 0.2215 0.4183 0.7628 0.2215 0.0246

16

16

Variance
(mm)

0.9375

0.9375

0.9375 0.0625 0.0625 2.5625 0.0625 0.0625

Variance (N)

0.5536

0.5536

0.5536 0.0369 0.0369 1.5133 0.0369 0.0369

32

33

Variance
(mm)

2.5625

1.5625

1.0625 1.4375 1.4375 1.4375 1.4375 0.5625

Variance (N)

1.5133

0.9227

0.6275 0.8489 0.8489 0.8489 0.8489 0.3322

16.27 Displacement
Variance
(mm)
Variance (N)

Right TT

16.84 Displacement
Variance
(mm)
Variance (N)

Left 2TT

33.78 Displacement
Variance
(mm)
Variance (N)

Right 2TB

L 2TB BT

R 2TB BT

120.46 Displacement

150.00 Displacement

160.41 Displacement

0.2215 0.2215 0.4675 0.4675 0.5167 0.2215

0.0492 0.7382 0.2461 0.3445 0.2461 0.0492

0.3937 0.3937 0.1969 0.3937 0.1969 0.7874
25.5

16

33.5

26

25.5

17

28.5

17

36

26

19.5

36

26.5

17

36

17

36

34

Table H-2: Precision testing without sleeve.
Precision Testing, No CAM Cover
Paddle, Left
bungee, right Tension
bungee
Setting
Left 2TT

28.02 Displacement
Variance
(mm)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

20.5

20.5

20.5

19.5

20.5

20.5

20.5

20.5

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.875

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125
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Variance (N)
L BT

34.18 Displacement

R BT 2TT

21

21

21

0.75

0.25

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.1476 0.0492 0.1476

0.0492

0.0492

0.0492

0.0492

0.0492

25

25.5

25

26

25

27

Variance
(mm)

0.0625 0.0625 0.5625

0.0625

0.5625

0.4375

0.5625

1.4375

Variance (N)

0.0123 0.0123

0.1107

0.0123

0.1107

0.0861

0.1107

0.2830

35.03 Displacement

64.03 Displacement

72.97 Displacement

92.14 Displacement

L 2TB BT

25.5

23.5

23.5

23.5

23.5

23

23.5

25

24.5

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.75

0.25

1.25

0.75

0.1476 0.1476 0.1476

0.1476

0.4429

0.1476

0.7382

0.4429

20.5

20.5

19.5

20.5

20.5

19.5

20.5

20.5

0.25

0.25

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.0984 0.0984 0.2953

0.0984

0.0984

0.2953

0.0984

0.0984

18.5

17

18.5

18

19

18.5

18

0.625

0.375

1.125

0.375

0.125

0.875

0.375

0.125

0.2461 0.1476 0.4429

0.1476

0.0492

0.3445

0.1476

0.0492

24

23.5

23.5

22

22

23

Variance
(mm)

1.0625 1.5625 0.5625

0.0625

0.0625

1.4375

1.4375

0.4375

Variance (N)

0.6275 0.9227 0.3322

0.0369

0.0369

0.8489

0.8489

0.2584

Variance (N)

R 2TB BT

25.5

17.5

Variance
(mm)

L 2TB BT

0.0492

21

Variance (N)

Right 2TB

0.0492

21

Variance
(mm)

L BB 2TT

0.0492

22

Variance (N)

R TB BT

0.0492

21

Variance
(mm)

L TT TB

0.3445

22

Variance
(mm)

R BT

0.0492 0.0492 0.0492

108.84 Displacement

115.71 Displacement

24.5

25

14.5

14

14

15

15

14.5

15

14

Variance
(mm)

0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

0.5

0.5

Variance (N)

0

147.68 Displacement

0.1968 0.1968
5
5 0.19685 0.19685

0 0.19685 0.19685

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

Variance
(mm)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Variance (N)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

17

16

17

17.5

17

18

17

18

Variance
(mm)

0.1875 1.1875 0.1875

0.3125

0.1875

0.8125

0.1875

0.8125

Variance (N)

0.1107 0.7013

0.1107

0.1845

0.1107

0.4798

0.1107

0.4798

150.15 Displacement

149.82 Displacement
Variance
(mm)

16

17

17

17

17

16

17

16

0.625

0.375

0.375

0.375

0.375

0.625

0.375

0.625
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Variance (N)
R 2TB BT

153.36 Displacement
Variance
(mm)
Variance (N)

0.3691 0.2215 0.2215

0.2215

0.2215

0.3691

0.2215

0.3691

21

22.5

22.5

22.5

23

23

23

23.5

1.625

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.375

0.375

0.375

0.875

0.9596 0.0738 0.0738

0.0738

0.2215

0.2215

0.2215

0.5167
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Appendix I: Force Requirement Data
Table I-1: Raw data for force requirement testing.
User Force Testing
Paddle, Left bungee,
right bungee

Tension
Setting

1

2

3

4 Average

Left TT

16.5

0.4

0.5

0.4

0.5

0.45

Right TT

16.5

0.3

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.425

Left 2TT

0.5

0.6

0.8

0.8

0.675

Right 2TB

33.7 User
120 Force (N)

1.2

1.6

1.2

1.6

1.4

L 2TB BT

150

1.8

1.6

2

1.6

1.75

R 2TB BT

160

2

2

2.2

2

2.05
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Appendix J: Reliability Data
Table J-1: Raw data for reliability testing.
Tension
Setting
3rd from
top

3rd from
top

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Displacement

39

33.5

33.5

39

36

37.5

37

39

36.5

Variance
(mm)

2.5

3

3

2.5

0.5

1

0.5

2.5

1.9

Displacement

30

29

29.5

31

31

29.5

32

31

30.4

1.429 0.929

0.571

0.571

0.929

1.571

0.571

0.939

Variance
(mm)

0.429

8 Avg
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